As the complexity of a detection algorithm increases, analytic performance evaluation becomes increasingly difficult and is often intractable. In such casts, Monte Carlo simulations can be used, but they often require an excessive amount of computation. As a means of reducing this computation, importance sampling has been applied with great success to simulations of digital communications receivers. In this paper, importance sampling strategies for the simulation of random signal detectors are presented. These strategies are shown to provide considerable computational savings over conventional Monte Carlo simulations. Additionally, simplicity and ease of use are emphasized in the development of these strategies.
INTRODUCTION
A large variety of statistical signal processing problems involve the detection of random signals. Specific applications range from biomedical signal analysis to spread spectrum communications to radar. For virtually all of these detection problems, Monte Carlo simulations requiring a prohibitive amount of computation are used to evaluate performance. For example, if the probability of an event, P., is on the order of and a 95% confidence interval of [$Pe, QP, is required, then approximately loN+' that the events do not occur kequently enough for an accurate estimate of the event probability to be made with a small number of trials. Importance sampling, which forms a hybrid between brute force Monte Carlo simulation and analytical methods, can be used to reduce the variance of the event probability estimate so that significantly fewer trials are required. This estimate variance reduction is achieved by biasing the trials .so that the event is more likely to occur but also weighting each Occurrence less in the estimate of the event probability. If done properly, the estimate is still unbiased but its variance is greatly decreased for a fixed number of trials. Importance sampling has been applied with great success to simulations of digital communication receivers, but this work is the first to apply it to random signal detection. We have derived an asymptotically optimum, yet simple, importance sampling technique for random signal detectors. This approach will be shown to yield tremendous computational savings and is independent tri ai3 are needed. The difficulty, of coume, is directly applicable to many complex detection algorithms including nonlinear detectors, nonstationary signal detectors, detection in colored noise, and detection of signals with unknown parameters.
Many detection applications exist for which the signal of interest does not exhibit a fixed waveform but can be modelled as a stochastic process with a known second-order description. The classic example, and a very common application, is the detection of radar signals [9] . As the detector relies upon second-order descriptions of the signal and noise, the density for the N-dimensional observation vector & typically is assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian.
Thus, the hypotheses become where N b , K) denotes an N-dimensional Gaussian probability density function with mean and covariance matrix K. For most applications of interest, KO represents the covariance of the noise and K1 the covariance of the signal plus noise. Because of uncertainties such as those due to unknown colored noise or nonstationary signals, the covariance matrices may contain unknown parameters that must be estimated. Therefore, quite often a fairly elaborate detector structure is necessary [I, 6, 91. In these instances, performance analysis may not be straightforward and extensive Monte Carlo simulations are needed to evaluate quantities such as probability of false alarm (PF) and probability of detection (PD). Consequently, there is interest in reducing the required computation for these simulations. Note that because these are simulations, even if the covariance matrices are unknown to the detector, they are fixed and known for the simulations. This knowledge can be used to decrease the computation. Many researchers have utilized importance sampling to reduce the number of trials in Monte Carlo simulations; some of the more recent results are contained in (4, 5, 81 which also reference many of the earlier works. However, the main hindrance to using many of these results has been the analytical complexity in determining a "good" importance sampling approach. In this paper we derive an extremely simple importance sampling approach for simulating random signal detectors. Our approach is a variation on the increased variance method [Z, 3 1 but differs from previous approaches in that it applies specifically to random signal detection and is a very simple result.
STRUCTURE OF THE IMPORTANCE
The optimal random signal detector partitions the observation space into two dis'oint decision regions defined by 20 = {RIRT(K;l -K; )E 5 r} and 2 1 = 2: for some threshold y. Because the majority of the more complex random signal detectors attempt to approximate this optimum detector, they perform very similar operations and the same importance sampling strategy should be applicable.
We will now assume that we wish to estimate the probability of false alarm and note that similar operations can be performed to estimate other probabilities such 86 probability of detection. The multidimensional derivation for K. is quite tedious and lengthy due to the multivariate calculus involved. However, it is also very similar to the 1-dimensional derivation which will be presented here.
THE 1-DIMENSIONAL BIASING DISTRIBUTION
For the 1-dimensional case, we have KO = ai, K1 = a:, and K. = c?. The objective is to minimize
To minimize this expression, we take the derivative with respect to c1 and set it equal to zero. Substituting in for x and simplifying we get
= o
Assuming that U; > U:, the positive root of this quadratic equation is which is analogous to the multidimensional solution stated earlier.
SIMULATIONS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed importance sampling strategies, simulations were performed for 4 dimensional Gaussian observation vectors B. For these simulations, KO = u:I and K 1 = 6:s + u:I where S was a Toeplitz matrix whose first row was [l 0.9 (0.9)' (0.9)3]. The detection threshold was chosen as the optimum threshold assuming equally likely hypotheses, and the parameters a.' and U: were varied to achieve different false alarm probabilities.
To illustrate the advantages of importance sampling, "sequential" estimates of the probability of false alarm were examined. Figure 1 shows the evolution of two estimates of the false alarm probability as trials are accumulated. The importance sampling estimate using the biasing density of equation 1 is seen to converge very rapidly. However, the simple Monte Carlo estimate varies a great deal and has not converged even after more than 4 million trials. A reasonable measure of importance sampling performance is the importance sampling gain defined to be MMCIMIS where MMC is the number of trials required to achieve a fixed variance for standard Monte Carlo simulations and MIS is the number of trials needed to achieve the same variance using importance sampling. Om& and proposed by Orsak is extremely simple to implement as it simply involves "swapping" the densities under hypotheses HO and HI. Orsak has shown that the gain sssociated with this importance sampling strategy is asymptotically exponential (i.e., produces a straight line in the log-log scale used in figure 2) [5]. However, there is no guarantee that the slope of this line will not be very small as it was for this example. As is shown in figure 2 , the biasing densities developed in this paper have significantly better performance than this "swapping" approach. This improvement was expected since these new biasing densities were specifically developed for random signal detectors. Note also that, because one biasing density is an asymptotic approximation to the other, their importance sampling gains become identical as the probability of false alarm decreases.
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed importance sampling strategies for random signal detectors have been shown to provide substantial computational advantages over both Monte Carlo simulations and a previous simple importance sampling strategy proposed by Orsak [5] . These new strategies are only marginally more complex than the earlier "swapping" strategy, and the only additional information that is necessary is the decision threshold 7. gain are shown for three biasi
